February 27, 2017

RE: US Forrest Service Proposed Land swap with Mental Health Trust, Exchange Act of 2017 legislation
(S.131 and H.R.513)

Dear Representative Young,

I am a resident of Hollis, Alaska and want to register my opposition for this land trade. My
understanding is that you are sponsoring a bill to expedite the approval of this trade. First I am opposed
to the entire land trade! Why? The biggest reason is that the MHT has no regard for the preservation of
streams, wild life, promotion of maintenance of habitat which promotes tourism, economic, recreational
growth and the substance way of life enjoyed by most residents on Prince of Wales Island.
I realize that this land trade will probably succeed given the momentum from the fine citizens of
Petersburg, Wrangell and in particular, Ketchikan. In the instance of Ketchikan, who is the host to over
850,000 cruise passengers a year, do not want the backdrop to their city to be a clear-cut mountain!
The intent of my letter is in regard to a small parcel of this suggested land trade, specifically, +- 1800
acres, noted as the Wolf Creek Parcel. This parcel boarders up to the water's edge on 12-mile arm, and
is viewed by not only those who fly to POW but the numerous IFA ferry passengers. Why is this so
critical to pull out of the trade?
This 1800 acres is home to an abundant supply of wildlife, in particular Sitka Black tail deer and is a
favorite and fertile subsistence hunting ground for those of us living here. Additionally, along the
water's edge is the historic boathouse and a couple of homesteads. Now, it is a well-known fact that
this parcel is on one of the steepest slopes of forest and coupled with that is the propensity for this area
to landslides...well, I think you can see that this combination spells disaster!
Please know that I am not opposed to the timber industry, however, are we not just delaying by a short
time the ultimate demise of this industry on Prince of Wales and at what cost to the resources which the
Tongass provides. Yes, trees grow back, but the Old Growth Timber, once gone, never returns! For this
area proposed for trade, neither of us will be alive before it becomes second growth timber! Most of
these old growth trees were her before Christopher Columbus! Is the price of one "Old Growth Cedar"
worth the sacrifice?
I have been attending the meetings of a group called POWLAT (Prince of Wales Landscape Assessment
Team). The stated Mission of the group is "To assist the USFS in the development of a landscape level
assessment for Prince of Wales Island area by developing and providing proposals to the Forrest Service,
that contribute to the well-being of the National Forest and to lasting economic and social resilience
within the Landscape Assessment area. The goal of the group: Develop a project list for the USFA on
POW District for the next 10-15 years. This group is looking at four areas for projects, i.e., Recreation,
Visitor/Tourism/Economic, Education/Outreach, and Subsistence/Personal Use.

As I set there listening to the discussion, I couldn't help but think of the following facts. With the trade of
21000 acres of the Tongass, with a large portion of that being around Naukati, I am thinking, in 10-15
years, what will there be, what heritage will we be passing down to our grandchildren? Is it not time to
focus on the other industries/economic adventures which will ensure that the population not only stays,
but grows! What investments can be made now in POW's future that will sustain over time, provide
jobs, promote infrastructure and sustainability for the people of POW??
Prince of Wales has no lobbyist, no one to pound on doors to make our voice heard; nothing compared
to the Mental Health Trust financing to the tune of $300,000 for a firm just to help push through this
legislation! Ironically, that was the approximate amount of money they gained by the "cherry picking"
of "Old Growth Timber" from out CAT Island last summer! By the way, that timber went abroad and very
minimally provided any economic benefit to the Island.
I am aware that there are various organizations opposed to this option and have been very vocal as to
their opinion. Two of these are Audubon Alaska and Greater SE Alaska Conservation Community. As a
matter of fact, the latter organization, proposed in their newsletter, dated, September 20, 2016 the
following:
“There is a much better way. My organization, the Greater Southeast Alaska

Conservation Community, is advocating amendment of the bill to instead buy out
forestland the trust owns within communities. It pleased us to hear from the trust
at its recent community meetings that it is open to a federal buyout.
However, we remain dismayed by the trust's continuing threats and its
continuing single-minded push for the land exchange. Openness to a buyout
needs to be more than rhetorical. It needs to be a concerted effort by the mental
health trust as a willing party to substitute that option into the bill, including
asking the public to support it.
Clearly, the federal buyout option would achieve multiple beneficial outcomes by
providing revenue to the trust, protecting the well-being of the communities and
their threatened residents, and preventing clear-cuts of unrestricted size on
21,000 acres of public forest on Revilla, Gravina, and Prince of Wales Islands.”
One last question Representative Young. "Have you visited Prince of Wales Island? Have you traveled
our roads and viewed the effects of clear cut harvesting on the landscape? Have you hiked our trails,
stayed in one of the Forest Service Cabins, fished our streams, hunted our mountains?
It is my hope, that this post will make it past your legislative aide to your desk. It is hoped that you will
consider the option of taking out this 1800 acres or pointing me in the direction of those who have the

authority to do so? Yes, I am aware, that may mean a delay in the swap, but maybe time will bring
clarity to this whole idea! Surely, the Mental Health Trust owns land that it can harvest, other than the
currently discussed lands involving Petersburg, Wrangell, Ketchikan and POW. Just perhaps, the option
of a federal buy-out of the Mental Health Trust lands in SE Alaska and adding them to the Tongass
seems to be a win-win for all!
I am of the opinion that POW has given more than its fair share to the timber industry! It is someone
else's turn! It is my hope that perhaps, someone, anyone, would look into the whole organizational
structure, accountability, expenditures, efficacy of the Mental Health Trust and the programs they
support! That is where change needs to be directed in the legislative scene! How can an entity, created
by the government, have no accountability? Yes, I digressed, but was worth saying!
In the interest of preserving Wolf Creek and the other parcels on POW, I remain,

Deena K Taylor
PO Box 473
Craig, AK 99921
#10 Harbor Circle
Hollis, AK 99950
907-530-7092

Old Growth Trees in the Tongass! Can you really put a value on these?

The orange dot by the water line, indicates the approximate location of the Historic Boat House. The
homesteads are in the adjacent area.

I have copied and pasted the Trust’s news release dated October, 2016. My question, where are the
meetings for those of us living on POW??? Were we also invited to sit at the table for discussion when
the Tongass Futures Roundtable had their meetings? I hope that time is taken to not only read, but
study the information out there, look at alternatives to the land trade!

PRESS RELEASE 10-12-2016 Contact: John Morrison Executive Director Trust Land Office
john.morrison@alaska.gov (907) 269-8572 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Ketchikan and Petersburg
Residents Invited to Meet with Alaska Mental Health Trust Land Office on Status of Land Exchange and
Potential Timber Sales Community Meetings to be Held October 27 and November 1 ANCHORAGE,
Alaska (October 10, 2016) – The Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority and Trust Land Office will host
community meetings to engage with the residents of Petersburg, Saxman and Ketchikan. At the
meetings, community members will have the opportunity to hear from and speak with representatives
from both offices and ask questions. Information will be shared on the: • Status of the land exchange
legislation • Potential sale and selective harvest near communities • Decision-making process and
timeline of potential selective helicopter harvest • Trust Land Office, its role, how it is funded • Alaska
Mental Health Trust Authority, its purpose, how it is funded • How to be involved “When we announced
the land sale deadline, our intention was to call attention to the urgency of the land exchange
legislation, which is the best option for all,” said John Morrison, executive director of the Trust Land
Office. “We appreciate the questions and concerns raised by some residents of Ketchikan and
Petersburg following the announcement. We look forward to sharing information at our upcoming
meetings to help clarify our past and future actions so that the public can be informed as they engage in
the process.” Meeting Details
October 27: Petersburg Community Meeting Time: 7–9 p.m. Venue: Sons of Norway 23 Sing Lee Alley
November 1: Saxman Community Meeting Time: 3–5 p.m. Venue: Saxman Community Hall 2706 S
Tongass Hwy
November 1: Ketchikan Community Meeting Time: 7–9 p.m. Venue: Ted Ferry Civic Center 888 Venetia
Avenue Potential Timber Sales and Status of Land Exchange
The trustees voted in August to concur with the sale of two parcels near Ketchikan and Petersburg for
selective timber harvest by helicopter, should the land exchange legislation not pass. This concurrence is
now up for reconsideration with the board of trustees. If the legislation fails, and the administrative
decision process to conduct these sales moves forward, the public will be involved. The public process
will be discussed at the upcoming meetings. “We are committed to finalizing this exchange if it remains
in the economic interest of the Trust. That is why we’ve been working for the last decade to do a land
exchange,” said Russ Webb, chair of the Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority. On September 22, 2016,
testimony on the legislation was heard before the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.
“We remain optimistic the legislation will pass,” Webb said. About the Alaska Mental Health Trust
Authority has been funding programs that serve Alaska’s most vulnerable populations for the past two
decades. This includes programs for mental illnesses, developmental disabilities, Alzheimer’s disease
and related dementias, traumatic brain injuries and substance abuse disorders. In order to support vital
mental health services for Alaskans, the Trust needs to continue to generate revenue from its land and
resources. This effort is managed by the Trust Land Office. Impact: The Trust grants approximately $20
million annually to projects, activities, state agencies and nonprofits that improve the lives of their
beneficiaries in the areas of: • Substance Abuse Prevention & Treatment • Housing and Long-term
Services & Supports • Disability Justice • Employment & Engagement The Land Exchange For nearly a
decade, the TLO has been working to exchange lands with the United States Forest Service. Numerous
meetings have been conducted with individuals, agencies, communities, environmental organizations
and the USFS to identify and select the parcels that were included in the Agreement to Initiate that was
signed June 30, 2015. Senator Lisa Murkowski introduced legislation this session to direct the

Department of Agriculture to move forward with the exchange. On September 22, 2016, testimony on
the legislation was heard before the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. Details •
17,341 acres of Trust lands adjacent to the communities of Ketchikan, Wrangell, Petersburg, Sitka and
Juneau would be transferred to the USFS • 20,580 acres of remote land on Prince of Wales Island and
Shelter Cove would be transferred to the Trust for development and timber harvest Why Support the
Exchange? The land exchange is the most responsible way to fulfill the mission of the Trust, while
avoiding the potential adverse impacts on tourism, recreation, wildlife management and watershed
protection. Protecting what remains of the timber industry in Southeast Alaska by providing more
timber lands that could be managed on a sustainable yield basis is another benefit of the exchange.
Comment: And what about the responsibility “to avoiding the potential adverse impacts on tourism,
recreation, wildlife management and watershed protection” on Prince of Wales Island?
The Exchange: • Protects popular trails, view sheds and iconic recreational sites along the Inside Passage
• Ensures watersheds are protected so that Southeast residents receive clean water • Preserves certain
old growth timber stands in the forest • Ensures jobs stay in the Southeast communities by protecting
the timber and tourism industries • Protects mental health services by providing revenue to support the
Trust’s mission How to Help Please join us in supporting the land exchange and the larger mission of the
Trust. Email the Alaska congressional delegation to thank them and express your support of the
legislation.
Senator Lisa Murkowski: https://www.murkowski.senate.gov/contact/email
Senator Dan Sullivan: https://www.sullivan.senate.gov/contact/email
Representative Don Young: http://donyoung.house.gov/contact/ email

